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Read report ›

HSBC’s Yun Liu and Frederic Neumann say the  Delta 
variant outbreak shows signs of easing, with more countries 
reducing curbs and re-opening their economies.

Asia COVID-19 & Vaccine Tracker
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Read report ›

HSBC’s Chantana Sam says the COVID-19 situation in 
Europe appears to be under control, but rising energy 
prices are replacing the pandemic as the biggest risk 
for the economic outlook.

Europe COVID-19 tracker 
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Listen to podcast ›

In this edition we assess the prospects for emerging markets, 
the impact of high energy prices in Europe and whether recent 
sterling weakness has made the currency cheap.

The Macro Viewpoint
EM outlook, EU energy price surge, GBP
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Much of the Middle East, Central Europe and parts of Africa have 
scope to sustain recovery and keep imbalances in check  but, for 
some, the pandemic’s legacy is heavy

Read report ›

CEEMEA Economics Quarterly 

HSBC’s Lucy Acton says water scarcity is one of the biggest 
environmental challenges of our time, posing risks to countries, 
regions and cities across the planet

Read report ›

The Water Crisis 
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Live Insights - Energy Transition with HSBC Global Research 
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